Michael Garcia (Texas), Family Loss and Cardiovascular Risk in Early Adulthood

Lindsey Aldrich (BGSU), Sibling Relationship Quality in Young Adulthood: The Effects of Sibling Type and Adolescent Relationship Quality

Respondents: Gilbert Gee (UCLA), Paula Fomby (Michigan)
Hosted by Michigan:
https://umich.zoom.us/j/91365640426?pwd=VW1hT09VUUtISFZCa0xzqMGVvNGcxzd20

Youngmin Yi (Cornell), Racial Inequality in the Prevalence, Density, and Permeation of Incarceration in Family Life

J’Mag Karbeah (Minnesota), Child Mortality and Racial Residential Segregation at the Turn of the Twentieth Century

Respondents: Jenjira Yahirun (BGSU), Bridget Goosby (Texas)
Hosted by Brown:
https://brown.zoom.us/j/97114798362

Jon Denton-Schneider (Michigan), Colonial Concessions, Persistent Gender Roles, and HIV Prevalence in Mozambique

Marta Bornstein (UCLA), Infertility and Perceived Infertility in Malawi

Respondents: Omar Galárraga (Brown), Leigh Senderowicz (Wisconsin)
Hosted by BGSU:
https://bgsu-edu.zoom.us/j/87086135407
pwd=Q1pBaHVWcTdQOHsMExnU3BGbE81Zz20

Chris Boyd Leon (Minnesota), How Does Time in Agriculture Relate to Child Nutrition? Evidence from Rural Uganda

Nick DiRago (UCLA), Spatial and Demographic Dynamics of the Diffusion of Land Banks and Relationship to Neighborhood Inequality

Respondents: Ann Tickamyer (PSU), Malia Jones (Wisconsin)
Hosted by Texas:
https://utexas.zoom.us/j/92395344210?
pwd=dmNKWVY1ckJUL2V1U2R4V0dRTWRZzd20

Inbar Weiss (Texas), Transnational Marriages in the United States: A Demographic Need or a Community Survival Strategy?

Chinyere Agbai (Brown), Wealth Begins at Home: A Historical Analysis of the Role of the GI Bill of 1944 in Linking Race, Place, and Wealth in America

Respondents: Kelly Stamper Balistreri (BGSU), Laura Tach (Cornell)
Hosted by UCLA:
https://ucla.zoom.us/j/99647611634

Marissa Landeis (BGSU), The Role of Parenthood in the Intergenerational Transmission of Criminal Justice Contact

Leah Foltman (Wisconsin), Millennials, Mastery, and Depression: The Importance of Social Class of Origin

Respondents: Abena Mackall (Texas), Molly Martin (PSU)
Hosted by PSU:
https://psu.zoom.us/j/94895206676?
pwd=Q1pBaHVVrcTdQOHsMExnU3BGbE81Zz20

Yifan Shen (Brown), The Nonlinear Linkage between Earnings Homogamy and Earnings Inequality between Married Couples

Jaclyn L.W. Butler (Penn State), Migration, Population Aging, and Income Inequality in the United States

Respondents: Deirdre Bloome (Michigan), Tom VanHeuvelen (Minnesota)
Hosted by Cornell:
https://cornell.zoom.us/j/99442471081?
pwd=cW43N02ZZH02MVY0enZvdxUcXESQT20

Marion McCauley (Cornell), Intergenerational Consequences of Incarceration on Fertility

Syeda Saman Naz (Penn State), Minority-Majority Group Differences in Fertility: A Propensity Score Matching Approach

Respondents: Judith Seltzer (UCLA), Andrew Foster (Brown)
Hosted by Wisconsin:
https://zoom.us/j/99627143799?
pwd=KzdMQ0dyZUlReVOMU1BeTc0Q1ptZz20

Yang Zhang (Michigan), Late Baby Boomers versus Early Millennials: Wealth and Union Formation

Ariane Ophir (Wisconsin), Caring and Working Life Expectancy at 50: A Comparative Analysis of Gender Differences in Europe
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